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Hathaway Brown Primary School’s dress code is simple, neat, and easily available to all girls. Our hope is to reduce any 
comparison of socioeconomic status that may be done through clothing styles and labels, and to take away the use of 
clothing as a deterrent to social and academic endeavors while at school. We want our girls to begin to value their 
unique capabilities and contributions to our community through recognition of each person’s gifts without concern for 
peer and media influence with regards to clothing.   
 

 Clothing may have an HB logo; otherwise it must have no logo at all.  
 Clothing should be free of any ornamentation (rhinestones, embroidery, etc.).  
 On the first Friday of each month girls may wear any dress code bottom with any HB top. This is a chance to 

show school spirit and wear some of the school t-shirts purchased from the Brown Bag. 
 
Jumper   - Any solid color  
Dress  - Polo style dress - any length sleeve 
Blouse   - Any solid color - long/short sleeve, button down with collar 
 

Long pants - Any solid color – including capri pants  
Shorts  - Any solid color - close to knee length, no short shorts  
Skorts & Skirts - Any solid color - close to knee length 
  

Polos   - Any solid color – any length sleeve with collar 
Turtlenecks - Any solid color 
 

Leggings/Tights - Any solid color – worn under clothing not as pants 
Shoes  - Any shoes that have a back, covered toes and less than 1 ½ inch heels  

   (tennis shoes are acceptable) 
 
Sweaters/Sweater Vests/Sweatshirts (worn in classrooms) - Any solid color  
Sweaters/Sweater Vests/Sweatshirts (worn outside) - Any color or pattern  
 
Not part of dress code 
* T-shirts  (Acceptable on Casual Dress days) 
* Jeans  (Acceptable on Casual Dress days) 
Sweatpants 
Tank or Spaghetti strap tops 
Shoes with over 1½ inch heel 
Sandals with open toes and backs 
Clogs, Crocs or Uggs of any type 
Hats 
Boots – snow or rain boots are worn to and from school and during play period but not throughout the school day 
 
Casual Dress Days 
Periodically a casual dress day will be announced. On these days the expectation is to dress in simple, neat clothing. 
Jeans and appropriate t-shirts are acceptable on casual dress days.  
 
Birthdays 
As part of birthday celebrations each student is given the opportunity to have a casual dress day on her birthday or on 
the day she celebrates her birthday at school. 


